
Hello everyone! 
 

How to come to Cherkasy 

For our guests coming from abroad, we can offer bus transfer from Kiev* airport (Boryspol or 
Zhulyany) in both directions.  This is about 160 km distance from Cherkasy, about 1.5 – 2  hours 
drive. We suggest travel to Kiev (Kyiv*) on Friday 26 June, arriving in the morning, before 12.00 
pm. We can collect groups of our guest from Kiev Airport. We shall also organize transfer on the 
return to Kiev. 

For our guests who would like to come earlier to Kiev, directly after the PCC in Honolulu we 
suggest they stay in Kiev before or after the charter days and regatta in Cherkasy. Rotarians from 
Kiev’s Clubs will help and will show them the City. 

Here for you,  there are  some ideas concerning your June stay in Kiev, the capital city of Ukraine. 

The program includes one cultural event - Opera House performance (one of the evenings), RC 

meeting and a very friendly rotarian dinner  (evening at RC Kyiv** OR and  at RC Kyiv-City**), 

daytime walking trip around the city centre with visits to the historical pearls (listed as UNESCO 

World Heritage Sites) under UN protection, a daytime boat trip along the Dnieper river with a lot of 

stories about the locality and lots of excellent shopping at the many market stalls at the St.Andrew's 

Descent , which is the Ukrainian Monmartre de Paris in Kiev...yachting...also with sparkle Soviet 

champagne... 

There may be some changes in this program with the goal to make it more perfect. 

Your requests and suggestions are welcome... 

 

For those who plan to stay in Kiev before or after the main event and wish to see 

Kiev and the region, please, tell me, Natalya Radovanskaya, about your preferences 

so that I could prepare the cultural program for you individually or in groups. 

Finest Rotarian regards, 

Natalya Radovanskaya  
Past-President RC Kyiv 2011-2012 
Past-President ICC Ukraine-France 2012-2015 
Rotary Representative to Consular Dept. of Poland in Kyiv                                        
International Service Committee Chair 2018-2019 
mobile: +380 67 296-56-72 
e-mail: nradovanskaya@yahoo.com  
 
*Please pay attention that we in Ukraine promote since couple of years the spelling of the name of 
the capital of Ukraine ‘KYIV’, which express better how it sounds in Ukrainian compared to 
previous version – Kiev. 
https://wondersholidays.com/kiev-kyiv-right-way-spell/ 
  
**Official names of these Rotary clubs are: RC Kyiv and RC Kyiv-City 


